
Business Scenario
Before approaching the company, I would first like to state the purpose of the company.
The company is largely a movie and event ticketing company. The objective served by
the platform is to allow users to find different things to do and indulge in new and
different kinds of experiences - As a whole thus, the platform is trying to provide users
with a gateway to newer/entertaining experiences.
The current scenario is such that the bottom line of the company is severely hit due to
the restrictions imposed by the government and the closure of many outdoor activities
and I believe the company should currently prioritize on improving the bottom line and
cash on hand.

Problem Identification

1. There can be no generalized approach as the restrictions are different in
different cities. Eg - theaters are open in Odisha but closed in Mumbai.

2. Of all the various activities offered on the platform, the major chunk of revenue is
concentrated at movie ticket sales and this overdependence has hurt the bottom
line because - multiple platforms now offer the same - Paytm, PVR, Inox, etc
and thus it all turns down to a discounting game.

3. Though people are aware that BMS is not just a movie ticket site, the awareness
of the vast genre of other activities is somewhat minimal in terms of engagement
and usage - plays, music shows, standups, online lectures, fests, sporting
events, game tournaments, mystery houses, amusement parks, city tours, treks,
dining experience, and the list goes on.

4. Though the platform started its own OTT platform, it is difficult to compete for the
customer's wallet share due to the current saturation with OTT players and a
lack of original content as compared to other players.

5. Cross-Genre recommendations are not present making discoveries slim for
customers. Also creating the algorithm for such recommendations with minimal
data available ( Patterns of past movies booked by the user ) will be a challenge
and the impact may not be able to justify the effort.

6. During the pandemic, though people still want to occasionally step out, there is
no way to find events happening nearby or of their interest genre on the
platform.



Way Forward
1. The first thing to target would be to increase user engagement on the app and

increase discovery of other activities listed to reduce over-dependence on movie
ticketing for revenue and growth.

2. Improve penetration of the OTT platform and get more users to subscribe/rent
movies from the Stream platform.

3. Improve/Create a recommendation algorithm which can recommend not only
movies but also activities and events based on the users personality and
preferences.

4. Improve information search of users allowing them to understand which
locations ( based on their preference of accessibility )

Prioritizing Solutions
1. I would not currently focus on improving the reach of the OTT platform as the

competition is quite severe and it would take some time and extremely deep
pockets to curate original content, acquire popular shows, and market to the vast
audience.

2. I would like to work on the discovery of alternatives to movies as I believe it
would serve purposes -

1. Decrease dependency on Movie ticket sales, hedge risks related to the
dysfunctionality of the film industry.

2. Help further establish a brand image as though multiple platforms sell movie
tickets, other activities and genres continue to be a strength of Book my show in
terms of value proposition and unique varied content.

3. Appeal to a larger customer base who want to try out different things, thus
increasing reach.

4. The event booking space is comparatively at an earlier stage as compared to
movie ticketing) and the competition is less. Being a market leader, it would be
the right time to work in the space and convert the business into a cash cow.

Some solutions I can think of for the 2nd approach above are:-

1. Creating a recommender system based on a user's past bookings and searches
can aid in discovery through a section - “specially curated for you” - preferably at
the top of the page/app discovery page.



2. Create a personalized heatmap of the area near the user showing all the events
happening around him with indicators of how popular (no of bookings/seats
remaining) the event is.

3. As an extension to the above solution, access the user's contact/FB friend list
and show on the map activities attended by people in his friend circle and
possibly positive reviews or feedback left by them.

4. Send weekly social media post-ready “activity journals” to people using the
service to promote positive experiences on social media and possibly leverage
on others social conformity desires to extend the services to people in the friend
list of the person who posted the experience.

Of the 4 solutions listed above, I believe 1,2, and 3 would require extensive effort and
resources (man-hours, money, investments, etc). Though the reach and impact can also
be high, my confidence in the Hypothesis is somewhat moderate. Also based on the
current situation,  there is somewhat of a cash crunch at the organization and thus
focussing on such heavy investments would be difficult.

I would thus like to work on the 4th solution as the reach and impact can be large due to
the network effects of social media and the human tendency to follow social triggers.
Also the risk to reward ratio is lower and the effort required would be lower.

PRD - Book My Show
Assumptions -

1) Maximum revenue generation is through sales of movie tickets because of which the
closure of theaters in Covid has heavily impacted Top line.

2) All other avenues of revenue (plays, shows, standups , etc) are heavily underpenetrated
- account for only 25% of total revenue.

3) We tried increasing revenue streams by introducing streaming, however the revenue
added was negligible and couldn't even break even the development costs.

4) The current scenario is such that I am writing this PRD in the month of September.
5) We had earlier tried to increase user engagement across other genres by adding a

BUZZ button which would open up a curated feed of recent news/articles and feedback
on buzzing media pieces, however the results were not that encouraging.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Customer

The customer wants to explore new things but the home discovery page (Screenshot
below) does not aid in the discovery process. The customer would like to see
recommendations based on his tastes but we currently lack the data to show cookie
cutter recommendations. Also due to the pandemic, the customer may not be willing to
travel to very far places. He however has no way to check all the events happening
within a defined radius of his location. The customer may be willing to try things his
friends try out, but has no way to know about events his friends are attending apart from
their social media posts.

Impact
● Overdependence on one revenue stream makes our business model susceptible to

regulations/events relating to the film industry
● 75% of our revenue comes from movie ticketing.
● Urgency - The lockdown has led to extremely low revenues. The opening of movie

theaters across India still remains uncertain. There is a looming threat of a third wave
which could lead to an extended lockdown.

Goals
● Test if publicizing experiences (other than movies) of users by themselves on

social media lead to increased penetration of services other than movie ticket



booking : We need to increase the revenue share of “other services” while increasing
overall revenue.

● This is a test to check the desirability of other segments! If our hypothesis proves right
we will try incorporating a heat map of events and give users an option to check areas
with high density of events or even check events on the map their friends tried out and
create a social media experience of the same.

● Ideally have an answer by the end of Dec so we can ask for support resources in Q1.
● Keep the test cheap - avoid any kind of gold plating, if it actually works, we will try to

incorporate new map/social media plugins based on future profitability studies.

Out of Scope

1. Website changes - This will be a mobile only launch to check adoption, SInce photos
and media are majorly shot on mobile devices, the conversion ratio should be higher
owing to ease in adding photos

2. Major UX changes: we will only add a visible “memories” button and a subsequent
landing page to create a social media ready post with minimal editing features and direct
API integration to post on facebook and instagram only for now. Additionally an option
to directly share on Whatsapp.

3. National Launch: Only for cities with high density of events - Bangalore, Delhi and
Mumbai as a launch.

Team
● Raghav (dev):Build the additional app extension. Can take additional support based on

availability - Need to check with project manager.
● Kalpana (finance): Review profitability assumptions for our test, find breakeven orders

required to implement the extra social media experience.
● Karan (design): Design the posting page - identify frames and edits best appealing to

sharing event experiences.
● Vikram (BI): Make sure we can get the reporting we need in time for the test.
● Akshay (Analyst): Incharge of reading patterns and check user interactions with the

feature and summarize learnings once a week - can sit with Vikram on the kind of data
required (Majorly to understand conversion post viewing a post , increase in revenue
from other streams, usage of API to post on social media , etc )

Context :-

Use Cases -
1) Users want to :-

a) Know what kind of activities are trending/ are being indulged in by friends -
Ability to do this will motivate users to discover new experiences, if invested
increase CLV.

b) On mobile or desktop: 86% of traffic to our website is on a mobile device, this is
critical.



c) Share on Social Media: Users want to post their experiences on social media in
the most presentable way possible.

Assumptions

1. Need 15% increase in revenue/month from “other services” to break even with resources
invested to test hypotheses.

2. Discovering new events will lead to increased wallet share of users.

Proposal-
● Create a new page on the app called “Memories” (can be changed later based on

inputs from marketing).
● Button leading to memories to be positioned on app landing page as a separate button

beside BUZZ at the bottom of the screen
● The core actions are :-

1) Remind users to create a memory at the right time - to be timed such that the
event is just about to end but the user remains on the premises.

2) Ability to click photos from within the app
3) Suggestions and options to edit using frames/filters to create a social media

post-ready “memory”.
4) Ability to directly post on social media (FB and Instagram for now)
5) Ability to share on Whatsapp.

● Have a link embedded in the post allowing friends to check out events/similar events
bringing them back to BMS.

Test Environment -

1) We need to show these options only to users in the three defined cities - Delhi, Mumbai
and Bangalore.

2) Show to 100% users attending events in the above cities
3) Staggered Increase: We will test the hypothesis in the three cities only. However, if

results seem positive, we can roll it out to 2-3 other cities like - Lucknow, Pune and
Hyderabad.

Success criteria / Metrics:

● Need to model out how many new bookings of “other services” will breakeven the
resources invested in development

● Must get early feedback from analysts and finance.
● Reports -

a) Number of clicks on user posts redirecting to BMS page.
b) #conversion of users redirected to page through social media links opting for

experiences other than movie tickets.



c) Posts made / Events attended.
d) %increase in revenue from identified cities for “Other services”
e) #users on boarded onto platform when redirected from social media links
f) Increase in engagement on screens other than movies - Plays, events , sports ,

etc.
g) Post Experience - Time spent creating posts , how many post from the app

directly

Future Work :

If we see improvement in usage of other services:
a) Creating a recommender system based on a user's past bookings and searches

can aid in discovery through a section - “specially curated for you” - preferably
at the top of the page/app discovery page.

b) Create a personalized heatmap of the area near the user showing all the events
happening around him with indicators of how popular (no of bookings/seats
remaining) the event is.

c) As an extension to the above solution, access the user's contact/FB friend list
and show on the map activities attended by people in his friend circle and
possibly positive reviews or feedback left by them.

d) Send weekly social media post ready “activity journals” to people using the
service to promote positive experiences on social media and possibly leverage
on others social conformity desires to extend the services to people in the
friendlist of the person who posted the experience.

Tasks and Timeline
We need to have results and insights by 31st of december to plan a full blown rollout in next
quarter.

1. Oct 1: Launch meeting. Discussions on PRD with all stakeholders
2. Oct 6: Finalisation of design and UI elements.
3. Oct 11: Internal rollout for testing and debugging.
4. Oct 15: Team brief before launch.Suggestions/improvements before launch
5. Oct 17: Incorporation of improvements and launch post dry run
6. Weekly Meetings: Review on progress and insights being generated
7. Nov 20:  Mid test review, understand progress, check if all necessary parameters

captured for hypothesis testing
8. December 20: Hard stop, assimilation of data.
9. December 23 : Analysis of data , evaluation of report to understand performance of key

metrics
10. December 27: Hard date to wrap up test and have results on hand.

Risks -
● Social conformity may not be enough of a motivator during covid.
● The addition of the feature could have no impact on conversions



Possible customer FAQs:-
● Data and security concerns linking FB and instagram.
● Security concerns on storage of photos on BMS.

A Wireframe of the design suggested -
https://www.figma.com/proto/u6q7tjU7dgsWRmcasUDmLl/Untitled?node-id=1%3A191&scaling=
scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=1%3A2

https://www.figma.com/proto/u6q7tjU7dgsWRmcasUDmLl/Untitled?node-id=1%3A191&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=1%3A2
https://www.figma.com/proto/u6q7tjU7dgsWRmcasUDmLl/Untitled?node-id=1%3A191&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=1%3A2

